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Why Are You
Pouting?

Voici l’histoire d’une souris

qui attend
by J.-R. Catremin & Arnaud
Roisans bouger
depuis le lever du jour.

Un chat, un chien, un loup

un ours s’approchent
This is the story of a littleetd’elle
mouse
who has
tour à tour, intrigués...
been waiting, staying
still
since
dawn.
Parviendront-ils à percer son secret ?
But why?
A cat, a dog, a wolf and a bear approach
her one after the other, intrigued. Will they
uncover her secret?

Dis, pourquoi tu boudes ?
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Dis, pourquoi

tu boudes ?

16 €
ISBN : 979-10-235-0499-6

Age 3+ – 21 x 30 cm – 16 pages – Pop-up book

AGNESE BARUZZI

E A WISH!
MAK

NEW

Make a Wish!

!

by Agnese Baruzzi

If I had a magic lamp, I would rub it to turn
myself into a strong superhero! If I wielded
a magic sword, I would fight like a knight. If
I winded a magic clock, I would go back and
see dinosaurs.
And you, if you had a magic wand, what would
you wish for?
Age 2+ – 20 x 20 cm – 14 pages – Board book with round
corners and cut-out pages

Badly Bred!

by Justine de Lagausie & Valeria Petrone
“When I show my buttocks, my mom is very proud of me.”
“No one grumbles when I jump in puddles.”
“At home, we all pick our noses. Even sitting at the table!”
But who are the ill-mannered ones who speak like that?

Trap the
Monster!

Age 3+ – 16 x 18.5 cm – 32 pages – Board book
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my mom is very proud of me.”

“ No one grumbles when I jump in puddles.”
“At home, we a pick our noses.
Even at the table!”

BADLY BRED!
Justine de Lagausie • Valeria Petrone

!

I like to roll around in the mud:
the dirtier I get, the happier I am!

BADLY BRED!

“When I show my buocks,

Are you frightened by the Big
Bad Wolf, the furry monster, the
sea dragon and allButother
who are ugly
the badly bred ones
creatures? Aren’t you?
So try and
who speak like that?
catch them!
A very funny book that allows you
to get rid of all sorts of monsters.

Justine de Lagausie
Valeria Petrone

by Agnese Baruzzi
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Age 2+ – 20 x 20 cm – 14 pages – Board book
with round corners and cut-out pages
Publishers: Sourcebooks (USA),
La Coccinella (Italy)
9,90 €

I am the pig.

ON EACH SIDE
SERIES
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by Martine Perrin

Riddles and cut-out pages to explore countries with a graphic vision! Martine Perrin creates
picture books for toddlers the same way she would make objects with forms and colours,
frameworks and surfaces, height and space. You can see these images as spaces, which add up
or hide each other, look at the world differently and wander. With them, you can imagine, create
and above all, have fun!
Age 3+ – 17 x 17 cm – 36 pages – Board books with round corners and cut-out pages
Publishers: Les Grandes Personnes (France), Franco Cosimo Panini (Italy)

7,50 €

Anne
Crahay
Anne
Crahay

Nature

Age 2+ – 14 x 14 cm – 10 pages – Board books with round
corners and flaps
Publishers: Albin Michel Jeunesse (France), Standaard (Belgium)

Animals

!

nature

by Anne Crahay

?
Is it a cat or a fox? A pig or aChenille
boar?ouIspapillon
this child
Chenille
papillon ?
OEuf ouou
oisillons?
awake or asleep ? Happy orŒuf
sad?
Is
it
autumn
Ouvre
le volet
ou oisillons?
or winter? Spring or summer?Ouvre
Is this
monster
le volet,
comme-ci
comme-ça !
an ogre or a vampire? A witch
or aoufairy?
Move the semi-circle flaps on each side and you
will have the answer!
Four books with flaps for toddlers to play with!

JUMBLE SERIES

nature

Jumble at the Farm

Monsters

Jumble among Native
Americans

Children

Jumble in Africa

Jumble in Australia

MINI SECRETS SERIES

SECRETS ON
THE ORIGINS OF
SERIES

by Anne Crahay

6 titles in this cute series, which is already
reprinted in 3 countries!

illustrated by Pronto

Little rhymed stories whose words are turned into riddles.
The answers to the questions are placed beneath easy-to-lift flaps
for little fingers: the grip tabs stick out of the book and flipping the
pages turns into ‘’child’s play’’.
Thick pages in a mini format with a smart elegant finish. Toddlers
love it!
Age 2+ – 10 x 10 cm – 10 pages – Board books with round corners and flaps
Publishers: Albin Michel Jeunesse (France), Combel (Spain), Lapis (Italy)

ANIMALS MINI POPS
SERIES

by Arnaud Roi

The very first pop-up books to discover animals in
their natural environment. Six titles designed and
tested for toddler’s little hands!

Crunch Crunch!

Bedtime!

Tickle!

Age 2+ – 15 x 15 cm – 10 pages – Board books with round corners
and pop-ups

Anne Crahay

Petite histoire
de coucou caché !

Qui se cache dans la savane,
dans les herbes hautes,
et dans le baobab ?
Et qui veut se cacher
dans le ventre du crocodile ?

Anne Crahay

Hello!

Yum Yum!

Jumble in China

Hide and Seek
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Jungle
Forest
Farm
Savannah
Garden
Pets

Mice Here
and There

by Amandine Momenceau

Souris

par-ci, par-là

Early in the morning, Mum Mouse goes
to find food for her little ones. She sneaks
into the garden, then inside the house.
The cuts in the pages allow little readers
to take her to the cheese’s location while
avoiding danger! A surprise awaits us at
the end . . .

What Do You Know About
Animals?
How Do You Travel?
Where Do You Come from?
Where Do You Live?
What Kind of Work Do You Do?
Which Sport Do You Practise?
A series both educational and playful
presenting information through semi realistic
images, inviting the child to lift up nearly fifty
flaps and link things together. The last page
contains a large flap with a surprise!
Age 3+ – 18 x 19.5 cm – 16 pages – Board books with
round corners and flaps
Publishers: Seuil Jeunesse (France), Commercial Press (China)

Age 2+ – 20 x 20 cm – 16 pages – Board book with
round corners and cut-out pages
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LUIGI SERIES

SUPER BILLY SERIES

OKIDOKID’s creation for

In this series dedicated to toddlers,
illustrations and onomatopoeia
are telling the story. The main
character, Luigi, has a magic
backpack from which he can take
out whatever he needs: a scale,
a pile of books, a pair of knitting
needles, a hot teapot . . .
His adventures are delightfully
odd and fun.

King of Shacks
Not Scared by Spiders
Bath Time Champion

by Emilie Chazerand, illustrated by Amandine Piu

by Marie Quentrec

by Sémaby Séma

Billy is a nice little dog who enjoys
daydreaming. He doesn’t always appreciate
the world around him. Ahhh! A spider in the
garden! Heeeeelp, it’s bath time! Oh dear, it’s
raining! I can’t even build my hut . . .
These daily situations are sometimes tricky
for him. But lucky Billy has the perfect outfit
to face up to his daily struggles and fears.
Watch out!
Super Billy is about to strike!

Brrrrrrrr ...

Age 2+ – 24 x 19 cm
40 pages – Picture books

SUZON SERIES

The daily life adventures of Suzon, a mischievous little girl with crazy ideas who
can speak to animals. In each story they give her a hand to solve a problem: ants
help her to clean-up her room, monkeys help her get rid of head lice in her class,
the jellyfish helps her to overcome her fear of the dark . . . The penciled illustration
makes each page fun and extremely pleasant to read! Hilarious and jubilant!
Age 2+ – 20 x 20 cm – 32 pages – Picture books
Publishers: Grupo editorial Bruno (Spain), Booksmile (Portugal)

Suzon and the Christmas Tree
Other titles available:

Age 2+ – 17 x 17 cm – 24 pages – Picture books
Publisher: Larousse (France)

Suzon Goes on a Picnic Suzon by the Sea

Suzon Has Head Lice
Suzon Goes Treasure Hunting
Suzon Is Dreaming
Suzon Goes on a Field Trip
Suzon Doesn’t Want to Go to School

Red Rabbit & Yellow Rabbit

Black Cat & White Cat

Séma

Knock Knock!
King Of Shacks

by Claire Garralon

by Claire Garralon

In a black and white world, black
cats and white cats cannot meet,
even though they’d like to. If
only they could invent their own
world . . . An elegant book to ask
without fuss about what makes
us all different, and nonetheless
live together in harmony.

One day, Red Rabbit meets
Yellow Rabbit. They fall in love
and shortly after have a cute
baby.
What color do you think it
is? What color will be its own
babies?
Age 3+ – 17.7 x 17.7 cm – 30 pages Board
book
Publisher: Sourcebooks (USA)

Louna
Marie Quentrec

LOUNA SERIES

Louna
Marie Quentrec

and Her Favourite Cuddly Toy

by Marie Quentrec

and the Great Circus Show

Louna and Her Favourite Cuddly Toy
Louna and the Great Circus Show
Louna and the Terrible Cake
Louna and the Super-Great Beach
Publisher name

Louna

A very endearing series for children aged 3 to 5!
Louna is a cheerful little girl who is always up to something
new and never gets bored. This is why she has such a big head!
Creative and very independent, she always finds something
interesting to explore under the bed, to fix in the garage or to
discover in the garden.

Publisher name

Louna

Marie Quentrec

Marie Quentrec

and the Terrible Cake

and the Super-Great Beach

Age 3+ – 20 x 20 cm – 40 pages – Picture books
Publisher: Larousse (France)

Publisher name

Age 3+ – 17.7 x 17.7 cm – 30 pages
Board book (also available in a 19 x 19.5 cm
hardcover edition)
Publishers: Editions MeMo (France),
Sourcebooks (USA), Leetra (Mexico),
Baby Oriental (China)

Publisher name
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Sometimes

My Little Family

by Maxime Derouen

by Cyrille Berger

“Sometimes I feel playful, sometimes I feel impatient, sometimes I feel free, sometimes
I feel sad . . . ” A little boy describes the large range of
emotions that he is going
through from day to day. On
each spread, his shadow takes
the shape of a particular animal
depending on the emotion felt.
Beautiful and touching!

Iris has begged her parents
for a kitten for a long time.
The first day of school, a
small-sized
surprise
waits
for her in the living room . . .
Little by little, this little furry
ball takes more and more room
in the little girl’s heart. But,
one day, the cat goes away . . .
A tender picture book on filiation
and finding one’s origins.

Age 3+ – 20 x 20 cm – 32 pages – Picture
book

Picture book – 5/7 years – 21 x 29,7 cm
40 pages
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OKIDOKID’s creations for

1, 2, 3, PONIES! SERIES
by Stéphanie Ledu and Vanessa Gautier

Welcome to the Pony Club!
How to Take Care of Your Pony
My First Time in the Saddle!
Ponies to Love

THWART
THE TRAPS
SERIES

The ideal series for pony-loving children who start
riding. Accessible and absorbing texts detail the special
relationship between the child and the animal. The
first discoveries in the world of riding are presented in
an emotional way, helping children to be independent
while taking care of of their buddy. Beautiful and original
photographs completed by friendly illustrations.

by Pascale Hédelin, illustrated by
Benjamin Strickler
and Julien Tixier
Each documentary is made of ten large
and very detailed illustrations and invites
the reader to explore a scene related to a
theme (history, science, nature, sport, art).
In each spread the reader has to thwart
eight anachronisms – or traps – and four
false traps. Will you find them? Each trap
and fake trap is then revealed in a small
documentary text and with a corrected
illustration.
An educational game book series to learn
while having fun!

Age 5+ – 20 x 23 cm – 32 pages – Hardcover non-fiction books
Publisher: Hachette (France)

PASSION FOR
HORSES SERIES

by Sophie Ducharme and Audrey Gessat

Saddle Up!
Playing and Communicating
with Horses
My Horse Is My Best Friend
My Own Horse

Age 8 – 26 x 29 cm – 48 pages – Hardover non-fiction
books
+

Thwart the Traps of Science

Thwart the Traps of History

Other titles available:

Thwart the Traps of Sport – Thwart the Traps of Arts
Thwart the Traps of Nature – Thwart the Traps of Mythology

DOC MANIA SERIES

This series is aimed at girls who love horses
and practice riding in a club. Richly illustrated
by specially commissioned photographs and
bright friendly illustrations, it shows children on
their horses and details the usual themes that
explore the world of horses and riding: feeding,
grooming, stabling, riding, competition, etc.

Compilation
This compilation gathers the essential
of the four titles of this series, to offer
children a real encyclopedia on the
practice of riding.

Age 8+ – 22 x 27 cm – 32 pages – Hardcover non-fiction books
Publisher: Hachette (France)

Age 8+ – 22 x 27 cm – 96 pages – Hardcover
non-fiction books
Publisher: Fischer Verlag (Germany)

MY PASSION KIT
SERIES

Magic . . . or Scientific?

by Celine Potard and Audrey Gessat

by Jean-Christophe Piot and Zelda Zonk

Ballet Passion
Horses Passion

Levitation, pendulum dowsing, snake charming, sword
swallowing or even firewalking . . . How is it possible? Is it
magic or scientific? Get curious and discover how most of
these weird phenomena can be explained through science.
Step through the looking-glass with this fascinating book!

Unique books for children who are horses or
ballet fans. Contains stickers, stencils and quiz
cards. The best way to play and learn about
horses or ballet.

Age 8+ – 24 x 29 cm – 48 pages – Hardcover non-fiction books
Publisher: World Scientific Publishing (English-speaking world)

Age 8+ – 19 x 23.5 cm – 48 pages + goodies – Hardcover nonfiction books
Publisher: De La Martinière Jeunesse (France)

24 Hours in the World
by Sandrine Mirza and Atelier Cartographik

Did you know that the people in Ecuador travel 40,075 kilometres
in a single day without moving an inch? In the meantime, each
human being breathes enough air to blow up 87 inflatable boats
and each bee collects pollen from up to 700 flowers . . . So many
things happen in 24 hours! This amazing book is full of information
on space, the Earth, the human body and a lot more for you to
discover.
Age 8+ – 24 x 29 cm – 48 pages – Hardcover non-fiction books
Publisher: Contrapunto (Chile)
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NATURE FOREVER
SERIES
Two herbariums children will find easy to use:
the large flap on the cover can be detached and
provides instructions to children, guided stepby step to pick up, identify, dry and paste the
leaves and flowers. When completed, the flap
can be detached and the herbarium given as a
present. Two pages illustrate the shapes of the
leaves or flowers so that children can identify
them easily. The spiral binding allows a simple
addition of leaves or flowers.
Age 7+ – 18 x 21 cm – 40 pages – Solfcover albums
Publisher: Flammarion (France)

My First Album
of Dried Flowers

My First Album
of Dried Leaves

GAMES AND ACTIVITIES SERIES

by Stéphanie Jaunet, Valérie Carreno, Thérèse Bonté and Laurent Richard

Outdoor Games and Activities
Games and Activities at Home
These books provide a large choice of original and easy-to-make activities for boys and
girls to play on their own or with friends: origami, outdoor games, scientific experiments,
investigations, magic tricks, recipes . . . For long hours of playful experiences!
Age 7+ – 22.5 x 26 cm – 64 pages + 2 pages of stickers – Hardcover non-fiction books
Publisher: Nature & Découvertes (France), Ediciones SM (Spain)

BUILD-IN-A-MINUTE KIT SERIES
by Cécile Bonbon, Tipivoine, Christine Fages, illustrated by Amélie Laffaiteur

Fashion Jewellery – Friendship Jewellery
Paper Decoration – Woven Wristbands
A series for active children who want a quick result with DIY trendy objects! Each box set
contains instructions and materials to create a variety of models quickly and easily. Each
title was developed by a creator and proposes different techniques and 7 models to be
created with little material. Illustrated instructions guide through the different stages of
the making.
Age 7+ – 17 x 19 cm – 16 pages + drawer in a cardboard folder closed with a rubber band – Softcover non-fiction books
Publisher: De La Martinière Jeunesse (France)

Foreign Rights:

113, chemin du marchand
31860 Labarthe-sur-Lèze
+(33) 5 62 23 87 95
www.okidokid.fr
info@okidokid.fr
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Hannele Legras and Emilie Boujon
info@hanneleandassociates.fr
www.hanneleandassociates.fr

